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ABSTRACT 

A natural generalization of the classical Bezout matrix of two polynomials is 
introduced for a family of several matrix polynomials. The main aim of the paper is to 
show that this generalized Bezoutian serves as an adequate connecting link between 
the class of equations in matrix polynomials M(X)Y(h) + Z(X),!,(X) = R(h) and the 

class of linear matrix equations AX - XB = C. Each equation in one of these classes is 
coupled with a certain equation in the other class so that for each couple the 
generalized Bezoutian corresponding to a solution (Y(X), Z(X)) of the equation in 
matrix polynomials is a solution of the matrix equation, and conversely, any solution X 
of the matrix equation is a generalized Bezoutian corresponding to a certain solution 
of the equation in matrix polynomials. In particular, either both equations are solvable 
or both have no solutions. Explicit formulas connecting the solutions of the two 
equations are given. Also, various representation formulas for the generalized Bezoutian 
are derived, and its relation to the resultant matrix and the greatest common divisor of 
several matrix polynomials is discussed. 

0. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper the concept of a generalized Bezoutian matrix for several 
matrix polynomials is introduced, and its fundamental role in the theory of 
matrix equations and equations in matrix polynomials is established. 

*The work of this author was supported by the Fund for Promotion of Research at the 
Technion. 
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Let 

L,(X) = i M,,, M,(h) = 5 Xhrj (r = l,..., s) (0.0 
j=O j=O 

be n x n matrix polynomials (i.e., the coefficients WZ,.~ and l,i are n x n 
complex matrices) which satisfy the equation 

i M,(X)L,(X) = 0. (0.2) 
r=l 

Then the matrix valued function 

r(x,Y):=b-Y)r i ~rW,(Y) 
r=l 

(04 

is a polynomial in the scalar variables x and y: 

U-l.v-1 

r(X,IJ)=’ C "iYirij 
i,j=O 

( rijEc"x", i=O,*.*,~-l, j=O,.*.,Y-l), (0.4) 

where p= max lGrGsa,, v=max,G,G,v,.The~nxvnblockmatrix 

B=B(M, ,..., M,;L, ,..., IL,):= [&,];,;“t;-’ (0.5) 

will be referred to as the generalized Bezoutian associated with the equation 
(0.2). 

The matrix (0.5) coincides with the classical Bezout matrix B(a, b) 
introduced by Sylvester [34] for two scalar (n = 1) polynomials a(X) and 
b(A) if one puts s = 2,and MI(A) = L,(A) = a(X), LXX) = - M,(A) = b(X). 
Setting s = 2 and replacing M,(A) by - M,(A) in (0.2)-(0.5), one obtains 
the Bezout matrix B,l,Me (L,, L,) of a quadruple of matrix polynomials 
introduced by Anderson and Jury [l] and subsequently studied in Bitmead, 
Kung, Anderson and Kailath [5] and Lerer and Tismenetsky [28]. The 
“tensor” Bezoutian B@(A, B) of two matrix polynomials A(h) and 
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B(X)-introduced and studied in several papers, including Heinig [17, 181, 
and Bamett and Lancaster [4] (see also Heinig and Rost [19])-is obtained 
by setting s = 2 and LXA) = M,(A)= A(X)@Z, M,(X) = L,(X) = Z@B(X), 
where 8 stands for the tensor (or Kronecker) matrix multiplication. 

The Bezout matrix B(a, b) enjoys wide use in various problems concem- 
ing root location of (scalar) polynomials. The classical investigations in this 
direction were based on the theory of symmetric and Hermitian forms and on 
the key property that the nullity of B( a, b) is equal to the degree of the 
greatest common divisor of a(X) and b(A). (For details and history see the 
comprehensive survey of Krein and Neimark [22].) More recently Kalman 
[20] and Carlson and Datta [9, 61 have found certain Liapunov type matrix 
equations of which the Bezoutian B(a, b) is a solution. This enabled the 
above authors to employ the well-known inertia theorems in the study of the 
root separation problems for scalar polynomials. We refer to the expository 
paper of Datta [lo] for a unified presentation of proofs and further refer- 
ences. 

In the case of matrix polynomials various eigenvalue separation problems 
have been solved by the present authors in [28] (see also Lerer, Rodman, and 
Tismenetsky [27]), where a suitable Liapunov type equation for the Bezoutian 
BM,,M, (L,, L,) has been found. Furthermore, interpreting Bezoutians as 
solutions of certain Liapunov type equations proved to be fruitful in the 
inversion problem for (block) Toeplitz and (block) Hankel matrices (see Lerer 
and Tismenetsky [31] for details and references). 

One of the main results of the present paper gives a family of Liapunov 
type matrix equations of which the generalized Bezoutian defined in 
(O-2)-(0.5) is a solution. To be specific, we adopt the notation 

for the first and the second companion matrices of the manic matrix 
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polynomials 

v-l p-1 
L(X)=A’z+ c XjZj, M(h) = hpZ + C hhj, (0.7) 

j=O j=O 

respectively. Also, for a n X n matrix polynomial A(X) = ~~=,hju j we set 

4X (a), CL) := i Q jx’o’c$ A( (&, Z(O)) := i &Zc”‘a j, 
j=O j=O 

where 

x(O)= L z 0 . . . 0 I 3 
z(O)= I. 

T 
z 0 . . . 0 1 . 

V P 

Then a simplified version of Theorem 3.1 of the present paper amounts to the 
following matrix equation for the generalized Bezoutian B defined by 
(0.2)-(0.5): 

&B - BC, = i M,( CM, z(“))L,( x(O), CL). (0.8) 
r=l 

Note that by setting s = 2 and by a suitable choice of L, M one obtains from 
(0.8) the matrix equations for the Bezoutians established in [20], [9], [6], [18], 
[281, WI. 

Moreover, our results show that the generalized Bezoutian serves as an 
adequate connecting link between matrix equations and equations in matrix 
polynomials. To explain this, consider the equation in matrix polynomials 

M(X)Y(X)+ Z(X)L(h) = R(X), (El) 

where the coefficient polynomials M(X), L(A) are as in (0.7), and R(X) is a 
given n X n matrix polynomial with deg fi < v + p. The set of all solution 
pairs (Y(X), Z(A)) of (E,) with degY < y, deg Z < S will be denoted by Yv,6 
(E,). Note that the right hand side R(A) = C;_‘,Yhjrj can always be repre- 
sented in the form 

R(X)= - c M,(A)L,(A), (0.9) 
r=3 
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where 

degM,<p, degL,<v (r=3,...,s). (0.10) 

[For instance, take s = 4 and MS(X) = - I, Ls(X) = C:zkXjrj, MJX) = 
PJ=oXjry+j, L,(A)= - PI.1 The equation (E,) with R(k) written in the 
form (O.9)-(0.10) becomes an equality of type (0.2). Thus, assuming that a 
representation of the form (0.9)-(0.10) is fixed, with each solution 
(Y(A), Z(A)) E Y,, B (E i) we can associate the generalized Bezoutian By, z := 
B( M, Z, Ma,. . . , M,; Y, L, La,. . . , L,). Since L( X(O), C,) = 0 and M(C,, Z(O)) 
= 0, equation (0.8) implies that X = B,, z is a solution of the equation 

c&x - xc, = R(O), (Ed 

where 

R(o) := rg3@&f, Z’O’)L,( x(O), CL). (0.11) 

It turns out that the converse is also true: each solution X = S = [sij]~,j~~-’ 
of the equation (E,) generates a solution (Y,(X), Z,(X)) of (E,) with the 
property S = B,, zs. The general form of all solutions with this property is 
given by the formulas 

u-1 

YSO) = c ~ks,-,,k- i m,,&,(X)+ AL(X), 
k=O r=3 

p-1 

zsw = - c ~ksk,y-l - f: ~,@)L + M(W, 
k=O r=3 

(0.12) 

where A and B are arbitrary n x n matrices such that A + B = r, +P. It 
follows that any solution of (E,) can be written in the form (0.12j for a 
suitable S in the set S (E,) of all solutions of the equation (Es). Moreover, the 
map .@:Y,,, (E,) -+ S(E,) defined by g(Y(X), Z(A)) = B,,, maps the subsets 
Y r_l,p (E,) and Y,,,_, (E,) onto S (Es) in a 1 t-, 1 way. The formulas for the 
corresponding inverse mappings are obtained from (0.12) by setting B = 0 
and A = 0, respectively. In Sections 4-5 of the present paper these results 
are stated and proved in a somewhat more general setting. 
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It is worth noting that in the above considerations the equation in matrix 
polynomials (E,) and a fixed representation (0.9)-(0.10) of R(h) are assumed 
to be given, and the results describe the interrelations between the solutions 
of the equations (E,) and (Es), provided the right hand side R(O) in (Es) is 
defined by (0.11). An important point is that, conversely, any matrix equation 
of the form (Es) with an arbitrary right hand side R(O) = [ fijjf,;l’{p l can be 
put into this framework. Namely, taking R(X) = C~,;~[-‘X’+rRij in (E,) and 
fixing the representation (0.9) with s =p +2 and Lj+dh)=C;:~AkRjk, 
MI+,(X)= -xjz (j=o,..., p - l), one checks that the right hand side in 
(0.11) coincides with the given matrix [ Rij]r,<$- ‘, and hence any solution 
X of (E,) coincides with B,, z for a suitable solution (Y(X), Z(X)) of (E,). It 
follows, in particular, that with any pn X vn block matrix X we can associate 
a family of n X n matrix polynomials L,(X), M,(X) (r = 1,. . . , s) satisfying 
(0.2) such that X = B(M,, . . . , M,; L,, . . . , L,). This observation serves as a 
starting point in our analysis of the inversion problem for block matrices 
carried out in [31]. 

Some further remarks are in order. Firstly, we note that the importance of 
matrix equations of form (Es) with block-companion coefficients has been 
demonstrated by Lancaster, Lerer, and Tismenetsky [23], who show how a 
general matrix equation AX - XB = C can be transformed into an equation 
of the form (Es). 

Secondly, assuming deg R < p+ v - 2 in (E,) and choosing the represen- 
tation (0.9) with Z,, = m,P = 0 (r = 3,. . . , s), one sees that (0.12) (with 
A = B = 0) coincides with the formulas established earlier by S. Bamett [2], 
who was probably the first to observe the connection between the equation 
(E,) (with deg R < ,U + Y - 2) and some matrix equation of type (Es). Note 
that our general method of constructing the matrix equations (Es) corres- 
ponding to (E,) and the basic role of the generalized Bezoutian which is 
revealed in the present paper are new also in the case deg R < p + v - 2. 

Thirdly, we mention the work of Gohberg, Kaashoek, and Lay [13], where 
explicit formulas for the solution of (E,) are obtained in terms of some 
contour integrals involving L(A), M(X), and R(X), provided the spectra of 
L(X) and M(X) are disjoint. These formulas are derived as an application of 
the general theory of linearizations of analytic operator functions developed 
in [ 131. In the framework of this theory the equation (E,) is reduced to its 
“linearization,” which is again an equation in matrix polynomials of the form, 

say, 

64- w%@)+ Zl(WCL - w =Q(V, (0.13) 

where Q(h) is a pn x vn matrix polynomial determined by R(X), M(X), and 
L(X). Note that in the approach of the present paper the equation (E,) is 
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coupled with an equation of type (0.13) where the right hand side Q(x) and 
Z,(h), Z,(A) do not depend on A. 

Finally, we remark that the main results of the present paper can be 
extended to the case of polynomials whose coefficients are bounded operators 
on a Banach space. In this regard we mention the works of Lerer, Rodman, 
and Tismenetsky [27], Clancey and Kon [8], and Lancaster and Maroulas 
[24], where the Bezout operator for a quadruple of operator polynomials has 
been introduced and studied. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the first preliminary section we 
recall some basic facts about matrix polynomials. Section 2 contains various 
representation formulas for the generalized Bezoutian and a matrix relation 
connecting the generalized Bezoutian to the Sylvester resultant matrix. In 
Section 3 we present a class of Liapunov type matrix equations of which the 
generalized Bezoutian is a solution. In particular, equation (0.8) and its 
corollaries are established here. The main results concerning the linkage 
between the equation in matrix polynomials (E,) and the matrix equation 
(E,) are stated in Section 4 and proved in Section 5. 

Preliminary versions of the results of the present paper are partially 
contained in the report [29] and in the Ph.D. thesis [35] of the second author 
guided by the first one. 

1. PRELIMINARIES 

We need the following notational devices. 
By row(Ai)f=l (Ai~Cnx”‘, i=1,2,...,k) we denote the n~mk block 

matrix [A, A, ... Ak] consisting of one block row. Similarly, col( A,):, r 
stands for the nk X m matrix containing one block column. The notation 
A,/A,i +a. i A, as well as diag(Ai)f=‘=,, is used along with [6ijAj]&=,, 
where Sij is the Kronecker delta. 

A pair of matrices (X, T) is referred to as a right admissible pair of order 
p if XEQ=“~P and TECP’P, while the pair (V, Z) with Z E Cqxn and 
V E C qxq is a left admissible pair of order q. Note that here and elsewhere 
n is fixed and that, if not specified otherwise, the pairs are assumed to be 
right admissible. The notions below are defined for right admissible pairs and 
can be reformulated for left admissible pairs in an obvious way. Two pairs 
(Xi, T,) and (X,, T,) of order p are called similar if there is a p X p 
invertible matrix Q such that X, = X,Q and Ti = Q-‘T,Q. Let the admis- 
sible pairs (X,, T,), (X,, T,) be of orders p, and p,, respectively (pl > p2). 
The pair (X,, Tl) is said to be an extension of (X,, T,), or, what is equivalent, 
(X,, T,) is a restriction of (X,, T,), if there exists a p, x p, matrix S of full 
rank such that X,S = X, and T,S = ST,. A pair (X, T) is called a common 
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restriction of a family of admissible pairs (Xi, Tj) (j = 1,. , . , s) if each of the 
pairs (Xi, Tj) is an extension of (X, T). A common restriction (X,, T,) of the 
pairs (Xj,Tj) (j=l,..., s) which is an extension of any other common 
restriction of these pairs is referred to as the greatest common restriction of 
the family (Xj,Tj) (j = l,..., s). 

Passing to matrix polynomials we need the following. If Y is a nonnegative 
integer, Zj (j = 0, 1,. . . , V) are n x n complex matrices, and X is a complex 
variable, then the expression 

L(h) = i: xjzj 0.1) 
j=O 

is called a matrix polynomial of degree v, and in this case the matrix 1, is 
referred to as the leading coefficient of L(X) (we don’t exclude the case 
1, = 0). Note that for any integer k, k > v, the function (1.1) can also be 
viewed as a matrix polynomial of degree k (with zero leading coefficient). By 
a(L) we denote the spectrum of the matrix polynomial (1.1): a(L) = { X E 
43 : det L(X) = O}. If a(L) # @, the polynomial L(A) is called regular. If the 
matrix 1, in (1.1) is nonsingular, we say that L(X) is a matrix polynomial of 
degree v with invertibb leading coefficient. A polynomial of this kind with 
1, = I, the n X n identity matrix, will be referred to as a manic matrix 
polynomial of degree v. If L(X) is a matrix polynomial of the form (1.1) and 
(X, T) and (T, 2) are right and left admissible pairs, respectively, the 
following notation wiIl be useful: 

L(X,T) := e Z,XTj, L(T,Z):= 2 Z’jZl,. 
j=O j=O 

We now recall some basic facts from the spectral theory of matrix 
polynomials (see the monograph [16] for a detailed exposition). If L(X) is a 
n x n manic matrix polynomial of degree v, its right standard pair (X, T) is 
defined as an admissible pair of order vn such that col(XTj- ‘)r=, is a 
nonsingular matrix and L(X, T) = 0. Similarly, a left admissible pair (T, Z) of 
order vn with detrow(Tj-‘Z)‘=, # 0 is called a Z&standard pair of L(X) if 
L(T, Z) = 0. Important examp es of right and left standard pairs are provided i 
by the companion standard pairs (X (O), CL) and (CL, Z(O)), respectively. Any 
right (left) admissible pair which is similar to a right (left) standard pair of 
L(A) is again a right (left) standard pair of L(A), and conversely, any two 
right (left) standard pairs of the manic matrix polynomial L(X) are similar. If 
J is the Jordan form for CL and CL = Q./Q-‘, the right standard pair (@, J), 
where (9 = X(‘)Q, will be referred to as a right standard Jordan pair of L(X). 
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The spectral meaning of the notion of a standard pair lies in the fact that 
a(Z) = a(L) and the columns of n x vn matrix Cp form a canonical system of 
(right) Jordan chains of the matrix polynomial L(X) (see [16] for appropriate 
definitions). A left standard Jordan pair of a manic matrix polynomial is 
defined in a similar way. If L(X) is a matrix polynomial of degree v with 
invertible leading coefficient, its right and left standard pairs are defined as 
right and left standard pairs of the manic polynomials Z;‘L(A) and L(X)Z, ‘, 
respectively. 

Now, let L(X) be a regular matrix polynomial of degree v with det L(0) 
+ 0. Let (a, J) be the right standard Jordan pair of the matrix polynomial 
L,(X) := h”L(X-‘) and make the partitioning 

Jl 0 
I=0 I, [ I 

where Z1 is nonsingular and .Z,, is a nilpotent matrix. Let [a1 am] be the 
corresponding partitioning of a. Any right admissible pair (X,, TF) which is 
similar to (@i, .Z; ‘) is referred to as a right finite Jordan pair of L(X), while 
any right admissible pair (X,, Z’,) similar to (am, J,) is called a right 
infinite Jordan pair of L(A). Similarly one defines left finite and infinite 
Jordan pairs. 

For an arbitrary regular matrix polynomial L(X) choose cr P a(L) and 
introduce the polynomial L,(X) = L( X + cu), which obviously has the property 
det L,(O) # 0. Any pair (X,,T,) with X, = XFa, Tr= TFa + oil, where 
(XFa, I’& is a right finite Jordan pair of La(h), will be called a right finite 
Jordan pair of L(X). A right infinite Jordan pair (X,, T,) of L(X) is defined 

by X, = X,,, T, = T,, (I + T,,)-‘, where (X,,, T,,) is a right infinite 
Jordan pair of L,(X). Left Jordan pairs of L(X) are defined analogously via 
left Jordan pairs of L,(A). Although the above definitions depend on the 
choice of (Y @ u(L), it turns out that we obtain one and the same collection of 
finite (infinite) Jordan pairs for any (Y 4 u(L). Also, a direct definition for any 
of these notions in terms of Jordan chains is possible (see [16]). 

Concerning the divisibility theory for matrix polynomials we need the 
following notions and results (see [14-151 for details and proofs). Given 
matrix polynomials L(X) and M(X), we say that M(X) is a (right) divisor of 
L(A) if there is a matrix polynomial Q(A) such that L(h) = Q( X)M( A). For a 
regular matrix polynomial M(X) with right finite Jordan pair (Xt;“), Tj”)) to 
be a (right) divisor of L(X) it is necessary and sufficient that L(Xb”), TJ”)) 
= 0. If the polynomial L(A) is also regular and (XL’-“,, TJL)) stands for its 
right finite Jordan pair, then M(A) is a (right) divisor of Z_.(A) if and only if 
the pair (Xf;“‘, Z’j”)) is a restriction of the pair (Xk’), TiL)). 
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A matrix polynomial M(X) is referred to as a (right) common divisor of 
the family of matrix polynomials L,(h), L,(h),. . . , L,(A) if M(X) is a (right) 
divisor of each L,.(X) (j = l,..., s). A (right) common divisor M,(X) of the 
family L,(X),...,L,(h) is called a (right) greatest common divisor of this 
family if any other common divisor of L j( X) ( j = 1,. . . , s) is a right divisor of 
M,(X) as well. If M,(A) = Z is a (right) greatest common divisor of the family 
of polynomials LXA),..., L,(X), we say that these polynomials are (right) 
coprime. A regular matrix polynomial M,(X) with right finite Jordan pair 
(XL%) Tj”o)) is a (right) greatest common divisor of the family of regular 
matrix’polynomials L,(A) , . . . , L,(X) if and only if the pair ( Xk”o), Z’r$Mo)) is a 
greatest common restriction of the family of right finite Jordan pairs (X&.1), 
T&LI)),..., (Xys), TJLs)) of the polynomials Lj( X) ( j = 1,. . . , s). All the above 
notions and results have obvious left analogues. 

2. EXPLICIT REPRESENTATION FORMULAS FOR THE 
GENERALIZED BEZOUTIAN 

The following notation will be used throughout the paper. Given an n X n 
matrix polynomial F(A) = C:,,x’A of degree k, we introduce the on X (a + 
k)n block Toeplitz matrix 

R(Fa) = I 
f, fl . . * fk 

fo fl fk 
iY *.. *. .* (2.1) 

f, fl . ’ ’ fk 

The submatrix of R(Fa) formed by its first (respectively, last) /3 block 
columns is denoted by @p,fl) (respectively, 9$*,@)). Then for any two 
integers /3i and &,, p1 + & = (Y + k, we can write 

Given matrix polynomials M,(X), L,(h) as in (O.l), we assume without 
lossofgeneralitythatmax,.,.,v,:=v~~~.:=max,.,.,~~,andweconsider 
L,(A) and M,(X) (r=l,..., s) as matrix polynomials of degree v and p, 
respectively. Next, note that the equation (0.2) implies the following: 
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In the sequel the notation P, is used to denote the reverse block unit 
matrix [ ai, p_i + ,I] r= i, where Z = I, is the n X n identity matrix. 

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let B denote the 
Then for any right admissible pair (X, T) 

Bcol(XTj-‘);=r= e Z?$‘$+) 
r=l 

Bezoutian associated with (0.2). 

~oI(L,(X,T)T~-~);=,. (2.3) 

Proof. Write the generating function P(x, y) of B as 1(x, y) = 
C;&#y)x’. From the definition of 1 we know that (x - y)EyltPi( y)x’ = 
Es= ,M,(x)L,(y). Comparing the coefficients of xi on the two sides of this 
equality we obtain 

r,(Y) = i ( %,k+l+Y7T,k+2+ ... 
r=l 

and hence 

mrjL,(X, T)Tj-k-’ 
r=l j=k+l 

+ Y’-k-lm,,,)L(Y) 

(k=O,...,/L-l), 

(k=O ,..., p-1). (2.4) 

Representing P,(y) = c;I;Pkjyj and using the notation l+& := [r,, Pkl . . . 
r k,v_l], we can write &(X7 T) = fkcol(XTi-‘)i=,. Since Pk is the kth block 
row in B, it follows that 

Bcoi(xTj-‘);,l = COl(rk(x,T));:i. 

Substituting the expression for P,( X, T) from (2.4), one obtains (2.3). w 

Note that in the case s = 2 the above result has been established by the 
authors in their earlier work [28, Proposition 1.11. If in addition Ml(X) = 
L,(X)= a(A) and L,(X)= -M,(X)= b(X) are scalar polynomials, one 
derives from (2.3) the well-known Bamett [3] factorization formula for 
B(a, b) by setting X = X(O), T = C, (cf. [28, p. 4001 and [25, p. 4591). For the 
tensor Bezoutian a block version of Bamett’s formula is obtained in [4]. 

Now we deduce some further explicit expressions for the Bezoutian B in 
terms of the underlying matrix polynomials. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. Let B denote the Bemutian associated with (0.2). Then 
the following representations hold true: 

(2.5’) 

Proof. It is easily seen that 

for any right admissible pair (X, T) and for each r = 1,2,. . . , s. 
In view of the first equation in (2.2) with cy = I*, the formula in (2.3) 

implies 

Bc!ol(XTj-‘);=i = c P,~~~,I-I)~~,“)Col(XTj-l);=1. 
r=l 

Choosing (X, 7’) so that col(XTJ’-‘);=, is invertible, one obtains (2.5). 
Exploiting left admissible pairs, one derives a dual version of formula (2.3) 

for left admissible pairs (V, 2): 

- row(Vj-‘Z);=iB = c row(Vj-‘M,(V, Z))i_, Pv9L:3”‘. (2.3’) 
r=l 

This implies (2.5’). 
Note that in the case p = v 

where A”) denotes the block transpose of A. Therefore, in case p = v, (2.5’) 
and (2.5) imply that 

[B(M, ,..., M,;L, ,..., I+)]*= -B(LT,...,L:;M:,...,Md), 

where L*(X) denotes the matrix polynomial whose coefficients are conjugate 
transposes of the coefficients of L(h). 
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Note that in the case s = 2 explicit expressions for the entries of B via the 
coefficients of the underlying polynomials were given in [l]. These expres- 
sions were presented in the matrix form (2.5)-(2.5’) in our earlier paper [28, 
pp. 397-3981 (see also [12]). In the case of two scalar polynomials a(X) and 
b(A), explicit formulas for the entries of B(a, b) appeared already in [7]. The 
matrix representations of type (2.5) in this case were established in [26] (see 
also [32] and [25]). 

In certain cases we need the Bezoutians B, and B, associated with the 
equations 

(2.7) 

whee M,, = X"M,(A-'), L,, = X'L,(X-l), r = 1,2,...,s, and 

i M,,Gw&) = 07 (2.8) 
r=l 

where M,,(A)= M,(X + a), L,,(h)= L,(X + a), r = 1,2,...,s, respectively. 
Writing (2.5) for B, and using (2.5’), one obtains 

B, = - PpBPv. 

A straightforward comparison of the Bezoutians B, and B based on the 
definition (0.2)-(0.5) gives 

where 

k-l 

i.j=O’ 

and 

0 j =o 
i 

for j<i. 

In the case s = 2 the formulas for B, and B, are found in [28]. 
We now turn to extending a relation between the classical Bezout and 

resultant matrices for two scalar polynomials obtained by N. Kravitsky in [21] 
to the case of several matrix polynomials. Note that in the case s = 2 the 
appropriate generalization has been established by the authors in [28]. 
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Given nXn matrix polynomials L,(A) (i=l,...,s) of degree Y, the 
matrix 

R,(L)=R,(L,, L, ,..., L,):=col(Re));=,, (2.0) 

with R(F9) defined by (2.1), is referred to as the resultant muttir (or just 
resultant ) of the matrix polynomials L,(X) (r = 1,2,. . . , s). As is known (see 
[22], [2], [15], [16]), the resultant plays an important role in determining the 
common spectral data of several polynomials and constructing their greatest 
common divisor. 

PROPOSITION 2.3. If B denotes the Bezout matrix generated by (0.2), 
then 

Rr)(M)diag[F”, P,,..., Pp]Rp(L)= [$$-:-!$ (2.10) 

P 

Proof. Appealing to (2.2) (with cu = CL) and to (2.5), we obtain 

where 0, denotes the pn x pn zero matrix. Similarly, the relations (2.2) and 
(2.5’) yield 

[4 - B] = row ( Pw@&“) )~~,[col(~~~~~)~~,col(~~~~“~):~~. (2.12) 

Since 

we see, combining (2.11) and (2.12), that 

In view of (2.6) we obtain the desired relation (2.10). 
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PROPOSITION 2.4. Let (X,, TF) and (X,, T,) denote the greatest com- 
mon restrictions of the finite and infinite Iordun pairs of the regular 
polynomials L,(h) (r = 1,2,.. ., s), respectively. Zf M,(X) (r = 1,2,. . . , s) are 
arbitrary matrix polynomials satisfying (0.2) and B is the corresponding 
generalized Bezoutian, then 

KerB~Imcol(X,T~~‘)~~,/Imcol(X,T~~’)~~,. 

Proof. It is found in [15] that 

KerR,(L) =Im~ol(X,~~~‘)~~f~Imcol(X,~~f~~i)~~~, 

and hence (2.13) is an immediate consequence of (2.10). 

(2.13) 

As shown in [28], the inclusion in (2.13) becomes equality for s = 2. 
However, if s >, 3, the Bezoutian loses this property as the following example 
shows. 

EXAMPLE. Consider the following matrix polynomials of degree one: 

Wh)= [l_: ,“J %o)= [y2 ,‘,]P 

w3(V = [; _y]: 

W)= [3gA ,“,I> Lp(X)=[2;A ,‘,I, L,(X)=Z,. 

It is not difficult to check that Ca=,M,(X)L,(X) = 0, and that the corre- 
sponding Bezoutian B is of the form 

B= -1 1 
[ I o o. 

So B is singular although the polynomials L,(X) (r = 1,2,3) (of degree one) 
have neither finite nor infinite points of spectrum in common. Note that 
when viewing M,(X), L,(A) as polynomials of higher degree the relation 
(2.13) still remains a proper inclusion. W 

Recall that the matrix polynomials L,(h), . . . , L,(X) are right coprime if 
and only if they have no common eigenvector corresponding to a common 
(finite) eigenvalue. This means (see [14], [15]) that the right finite Jordan 
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pairs of L,(A), T = 1,. . . , s, have no common restriction. Hence Proposition 
2.4 implies the following sufficient condition of coprimeness. 

COROLLARY 2.5. Zf the Be.wut matrix B associated with (0.2) is of full 
rank, then the matrix polynomials L,(h), r = 1,2,. . . , s, are right coprime, as 
well as the matrix polynomials L,,(X) (r=l,...,s). 

3. MODIFIED BEZOUTIANS AS SOLUTIONS OF MATRIX 
EQUATIONS 

If (X, T) and (V, Z) are right and left admissible pairs (of arbitrary 
orders), respectively, and if B denotes the generalized Bezoutian associated 
with (0.2), we define the modified Bezoutian b by setting 

@=row(Vi-‘Z)~=lB~~l(XTi-l)~=l. (3.1) 

THEOREM 3.1. Let B be the generalized Bezoutian associated with (0.2) 
and let (X, T) and (V, Z) be arbitrary right and left admissible pairs, 
respectively. Then the modified Bezoutian defined by (3.1) satisfies the 
following eqzlation: 

VS-BT= i M,(V,Z)L,(X,T). (3.2) 
r-l 

Proof. Denote 

R = col(Xz+‘);_,, z = row(V’-‘Z)f,,, ~,=col(L,(X,T)T”-‘)r=,, 

- mr,o 
m . . * r,2 

[ I.’ 
m r,lr 

WMr= 
. . 

m ‘,lr I 

In this notation b = ZBf, and (2.3) implies 
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Since 

vgp?$+)= zw, +row(G,jMr(V, Z))‘t= 
r - I I 1’ 

it follows that 

VB = i SW& + i M,(V, Z)L,(X, T). 
r=l r=l 

(3.3) 

Now observe that 

w& = PpLqpa,T - col(SljM,(L,(X, T), T)y+ 

and that (0.2) implies 

Hence (3.3) can be rewritten as follows: 

vb= z i P,q$y’L, T+ i M,(V,Z)L,(X,T). 
i r=l i r=l 

In view of (2.3) this yields the desired relation (3.2). n 

Note that if (X, T) = (X(O), C,) and (V, Z) = (6,, Z(O)), where L(h) and 
A4( A) are some manic matrix polynomials of degrees Y and ~1, respectively, 
then co&XT’-‘)r=, and row(V’-‘Z)&, are identity matrices, and hence in 
this case (3.2) becomes the equation (0.8) from the Introduction. 

In the rest of this section we deduce some interesting corollaries for the 
case s = 2. 

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let Ml(A) and L,(h) be regular matrix polynomials 
such that 

for smne matrix polynomials M,(A) and LXA). Let (X, T) be a restriction of 
the right finite Jordan pair of L,( A) and let (V, Z) be a restriction of the left 
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finite Jordan pair of M,(h). Denote by B the generalized Bezoutian associ- 
ated with (3.4), and let B be the modified Bezoutian defined by (3.1). Then 
B satisfies the homogeneous equation 

vii = BT. (3.5) 

In particular, if M,(X) and L,(X) are manic matrix polynomials, 

C&B = BCL,. (3.6) 

Proof. Theorem 3.1 implies that 

vti-&T=M,(V,Z)L,(X,T)-M,(V,Z)L,(X,T). (3.7) 

Since (X, 2’) is a restriction of the right finite Jordan pair of L,(A), we have 
L,(X, T) = 0. Similarly, MXV, Z) = 0, because (V, Z) is a restriction of the 
left finite Jordan pair of M,(X). Thus, (3.5) follows from (3.7). 

Furthermore, if M,(A) and L,(h) are manic mate polynomials, we 
obtain (3.6) by setting (X, T) = (X(O), CLz) and (V, Z) = (CM1, Z(O)). n 

Note that the formula (3.6) has frequently been found to be useful and 
can be found in [35], [28], [ll], [29], [31], for example. 

Recall that the notation L*(X) is used for the matrix polynomial whose 
coefficients are conjugate transposes of the corresponding coefficients of the 
polynomial L(X). 

COROLLARY 3.3. Let L(X) be a regular matrix polynomial of degree v, 
and let (X, T) be a restriction of its right finite Jordan pair. Assume that 

L*(h)M(X) = M*(X)L(X) (3.8) 

for some matrix polynomial M(X) of degree v, and let B denote the 
generalized Bezoutian associated with (3.8). Then 

T*B = 8T, (3.9) 

where B = [~o~(XT’-‘)~,,]*BCO~(XT’-‘)~=,. 
In particular, if L(X) is manic, then 

C,*B=BC,. (3.10) 
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Proof. If (X, T) is a restriction of the right finite Jordan pair of L(A), 
then (T*, X*) is a restriction of the left finite Jordan pair of L*(X). Thus, 
setting L* = M,, M = L, and M* = M,, L = L,, we obtain (3.9) from (3.5) 
in view of Proposition 3.2. Equation (3.10) follows from (3.9) by setting 
(X, T) = (XC”), C,). R 

Note that for the case of scalar polynomials with real coefficients equation 
(3.9) can be found in [20], [9]. 

COROLLARY 3.4. Let L(X) and LXX) be regular matrix polynomials of 
degree Y, and let (X, T) be a restriction of the right finite Iordan pair of 
L(X). Assume that 

LT(UL,(V = L*(qL(q, (3.11) 

and let B denote the generalized Bemutian associated with (3.11). Then 

T*~-BT= [L~(x,T)]*L~(x,T), (3.12) 

where B = [col(XT’-‘);=,]*Bcol(XT’-‘)r=,. 
In particular, if L(A) is manic, then 

C,*B-BC,= [Ll(X’o’,CL)]*[L1(X(o),CL)l. (3.13) 

Proof. Considering (3.11) as (3.4) with M, = Lf, M, = L*, L, = L, and 
applying (3.7) with (V, Z) = (T*, X*), we obtain 

T*b-j!4T=L;(T*,X*)L,(X,T)-L*(T*,X*)L(X,T), 

where 

Since L( X, T) = 0 and LT(T*, X*) = [ L,( X, T)]*, (3.12) follows from the last 
equation. If L(A) is manic, (X (O), C,) is a Jordan pair of L(X) and (3.13) 
follows from (3.12). n 

The above result was established in [28], where it served as an important 
step in solving the eigenvalue separation problem for matrix polynomials. In 
the case of scalar polynomials equations similar to (3.13) were established in 
[9], [6] (see also [lo]). 
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Note that for restrictions of infinite Jordan pairs of the underlying 
polynomials one can state results similar to Proposition 3.2 and Corollaries 
3.3-3.4. To this end one has to replace the equation of type (0.2) by a 
suitable equation of type (2.7), and the Bezoutian B by B,. For instance, 
equation (3.11) has to be replaced by the equation 

where L,(h) := x”L(X-‘), L,,(X):= py~i(X-~). 
Finally, we establish a result used in [30] (Lemma 2.4). 

COROLLARY 3.5. Let i(X) := L(h) + FL,(X), where F E C nxn and 
L(X), L,(X) are n x n regular matrix polynomials of degree v satisfying 
(3.11). Assume that the mat&x L(O)+ FL,(O) is nonsi_ngular, and let (X, T) 
be a restriction of the right Jordan pair of L,(X) = x”L(X-I). Then 

T*i&k,T= [L1,(X,T)](l-F*F)L1,(X,T), 

where 

and B, stands for the Bezoutian associated with (3.14). 

Proof. Applying Theorem 3.1 with (V, Z) = (T*, X*) to the equation 
(3.14), we obtain 

T*& - BT = Lrm(T*, X*)L,,(X,T) - L;(T*, X*)L,(X, T). (3.15) 

Since (X, T) is a restriction of the Jordan pair of L,, we have 

O=&(X,T)=L,(X,T)+FL,,(X,T), 

and hence L,(X, T) = - FL,,(X, T). Substituting this in (3.15) we obtain 
the desired result. n 
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4. EQUATIONS IN MATRIX POLYNOMIALS VERSUS LINEAR 

MATRIX EQUATIONS 

In this section we present the main results of the paper concerning 
solvability of the equation 

M(X)Y(X)+ Z(X)L(A) = R(h), (EA 

of which the coefficients M(h) and L(X) are regular n x n matrix polynomials 
and the right hand term R(X) is also an n X n matrix polynomial (not 
necessarily regular). Recall that the set of all solution pairs (Y(h), Z(X)) of 
(E,) such that deg Y < y, deg Z < 6 is denoted by Y,, s (E,). If for some 
integers y, 6 the set Y, 6 (E,) is nonempty, we say that the equation (E,) is 
(y, r?>solvable, and a pair of matrix polynomials (Y(X), Z(X)) E Y,,8 (E i) will 
be referred to as a (y, S)-solution of (E,). 

We typically assume that an a priori estimation of the degree of R(X) is 
fixed-say, deg R < p-and that R(A) is represented in the form 

R(A) = - i M,(A)&(A), (4.1) 
r=3 

where M,(X), L,(X) (r = 3,..., s) are n x n matrix polynomials such that 

degM,dpi, degL,<pa, PI+Pz=P (~=3 ,..., s). (4.2) 

Modifying slightly the argument in the Introduction, one sees that any matrix 
polynomial R(A) with deg R < p can be represented in the form (4.1) with 
the estimation (4.2). As we shall see below, the above representations of R(h) 
provide the possibility of viewing (E,) as an equation of type (0.2) and 
enables us to associate with (E,) a Bezoutian of the smallest possible size. 

Throughout this section we assume that L(h) and M(A) are matrix 
polynomials with invertible leading coefficients of degree v and ~1 (v < IL), 
respectively, i.e. 

M(X)= 5 Aimi, L(X)= i Aili, detmP#O#detlj, (4.3) 
j=o j=O 

and we fix a right [respectively, left] standard pair (a, U) [respectively, 
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(V, +)] of the polynomial L(h) [respectively, M(h)]. Next, we assume that 
deg R < v + p and that R(X) is represented in the form (4.1) with 

degM,(A) <cL, degL,(X) Q v (r=3,...,s). (4.4) 

Then any (Y, p)-solution (Y(A), Z(X)) of (E,) (if it exists) generates the 
Bezoutian 

B Y,z:=B(M,Z,M3 ,..., M,; KJZ,,...,~,), 

and we can define the mapping 93: Y,,,(E,) + CpnXvn by setting 

g(Y(h), Z(X)) = row(Vi-‘9)~=IBY,zcol(~Ui-1)~=l. (4.5) 

Now we associate with the equation (E,) the linear matrix equation 

vs-su= R, 

where 

R = f: M,(V,\k)L,(ay u). 
r=3 

The set of all solutions of the equation (Ea) is denoted by S(E,). Note that 

(Ed 

(4.6) 

the coefficients of the equation (Ea) depend on the choice of the represen- 
tation (4.1) for R(A). In what follows the standard pairs (a, U),(V, 9) and 
the polynomials L,(A), M,(X) (r = 3,. . . , s), satisfying (4.1) and (4.4) are 
assumed to be fixed. 

THEOREM 4.1. Preserving the above notation and assumptions, the 
equation (E,) is solvable if and only if the equation (EJ is solvable. 

Using the well-known Roth theorem (see [33]) one can rephrase the above 
result as follows. 

THEOREM 4.1’. The equation (E,) is solvable if and only if the matrices 

are similar. 
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A more detailed and deep connection between the solutions of Equations 
(E, ) and (Ea) can be described in terms of the mapping .%? defined by (4.5). 

THEOREM 4.2. The mapping 9? maps Y,,, (E,) onto S(E,). Zf .@:Y,,P 
(E,) + S(E,) denotes the corrfsponding restriction of 99, then a right inverse 

.&-‘I : S(E,) + Yy,II (E,) of .4? can be defined as follows: for any S E S (Es) 
set 2?- ‘l(S) = (Y,(X), Z,(X)) with 

v-l 

‘dx)= c xkm;‘Qp-l,k- i m;‘m,L,(X)+ m;‘AL(A)Z,‘, 
k=O r=3 

k=O 

where 

[Qjk .]j”.,“,“-‘= [row(V’-‘\k)p=,] ~‘S[c01(cPU’-‘)~=, ] -I> (4.8) 

and A, B are arbitrary (fixed) n X n matrices such that 

s 

A + B = c mrpZr,,. 
r=3 

(4.9) 

Furthermore, any (v, EL)-solution of (E,) can be written in the fnm (4.7) for 
some choice of A and B satisfying (4.9). 

THEOREM 4.3. The mapping 9? maps YV_l,, (E,) onto S(E,) in a 1 f) 1 
way. Zf &‘:Yy_-l,P (E,) + S(E,) denotes the corresponding restriction of 93, 
then the inverse 2%’ :S(E,) -+YV_r p of 4 is defined by .&’ (S) = 
(Ys(h), Z,(A)), where Y,(X) and Z:(A) are given by (4.7) with B =O, 
A = I&mrPZrn. Similarly, the mapping 28 considered as acting Y,,,_, 
(E,) --, S (E-J is Bijective, and its inverse maps any S ES (Es) into the pair 
(Y,(X), Z,(X)) defined by (4.7) with B = C;=3mrCZ,V, A = 0. 

Theorem 4.3 in conjunction with the well-known results on uniqueness of 
solutions of Liapunov type equations implies immediately the following 
result. 
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COROLLARY 4.4. Preserving the notation and assumptions of this section, 
the following assertions are equivalent: 

(i) a(L)Oa(M)=0; 
(ii) Equution (E,) ha-s a unique (V - 1, p)-solution; 
(iii) Equation (E,) has a unique (Y, p - l>soZution. 

Observe that if degRfv+p-1, then Y,_i+ (E,)=Y,,,_i (E,)= 
Y,_ i, p_ i (E,). Thus, in this case condition (i) is equivalent to the existence of 
a unique (v - 1, p - 1)solution of (E,). The last assertion was established in 
[2] under the assumption deg R f v + p - 2. 

In the general case of regular matrix polynomials L(A) and M(X), the 
relation between the equation (E,) and the matrix equations is more com- 
plicated and will appear in a forthcoming publication. Some preliminary 
results in this direction are contained in [29]. 

Some remarks about the matrix equation (Es) are in order. In the 
statements of Theorems 4.1-4.3 it is assumed that an equation of type (E,) in 
matrix polynomials is given, and by fixing a representation (4.1), (4.4) and by 
choosing the standard pairs (a, U) and (V, ‘k) of L(X) and M(X), respec- 
tively, we associate with (E,) the Liapunov type matrix equation (Es), whose 
right hand side is defined by (4.6). The next simple result shows that any 
pn x vn block matrix can be represented in the form (4.6). We shall state this 
result in the framework of manic polynomials L(X) and M(X) and corres- 
ponding companion standard pairs. The passage from this case to the general 
one is not difficult (see the beginning of Section 5). 

PROPOSITION 4.5. Let L(A) and M(X) be n x n manic matrix 
polynomials of degree v and ~1, respectively, and let R(O) be an arbitrary 
pn x vn block matrix. Let R(O) be represented in the form 

R(O)= i L?2iAi’ (4.10) 
j=l 

where 
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and ilik, A jk are n X n matrices. Then 

R(O) = c Mi(&, Z’“‘)L,( x(O), CL), 
i=3 

where 

u-1 p-1 

Lj+2(X)= 1 AkAjky Mj+2(h)= C xkajk 
(j = l,..., P). (4.11) 

k=O k=O 

The proof follows immediately from the following easily verified equalities 

Note that for any pn x vn block matrix R(O) = [R i j] t;$- ’ a decompo- 
sition of the form (4.10) is easily obtained by setting p = p and 

0 

_-;,- 

oj= 0 

_o_ 

1 

*j= [ Rj-l,O 
Rj_l,l ..- Rj-l,v-l] 

(j=l,..., p). (4.12) 

Proposition 4.5 allows one to put any matrix equation 

c&x - xc, = R(O) (Ed 

with an arbitrary right hand side IGo) into the framework of Theorems 
4.1-4.3. To this end one has to consider an equation of the form (E,) with 
R(X)= -Zp+,fM.(X)L.(h) where M.(h) and L.(X) are defined by (4.11). 
For instance: if a,! and h j are chosen & in (4.12), ‘the right hand side in (E,) 
becomes 

R(X) = - 5 w’ t X’-‘Rj_l,i_l= - “+i-“Ak ; Ri,k_i. (4.13) 
j=l i=l k=O i=O 
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Thus, according to Theorem 4.1, the equation (Es) is solvable if and only if 
the equation (E,) with R(h) given by (4.13) is solvable. Note that since 
deg R < p + v - 2, the solvability of the equation (E,) is the same as its 
(Y - 1, p - l)-solvability. Furthermore, if (Y(h), Z(X)) is a (Y - 1, p - 1) 
solution of (II,), then a solution of (Es) is given by X = B,,,, the Bezoutian 
generated by (E,) with R(X) represented as in (4.13). Applying the formula 
(2.3) with (X, 2’) = (X(O), C,), and using the equalities L(X”), C,) = 0, 

Y(XO, CL) = [YoYr . * * y,_,] for Y(X) =C;;,‘A’y,, we obtain the following 
result. 

COROLLARY 4.6. The equation 

c&x - xc, = [R&‘.l;-’ 

is solvable if and only if the equation 

(4.14) 

p+v-2 

iM(X Z(X)L(X) = - c P i Ri,k_i (4.15) 
k-0 i=O 

is (v - 1, p - 1)-solvable. Zf (Y( A), Z(X)) is a (V - 1, p - 1)-solution of (4.15) 

and Y(X) = X~~~A’ yi, then 

x= 

1 

ml m2 . * * mp_l Z 

m2 
Y 

. . YCL 
. . 

. . 
m p-l . Id Yc[- l 

L 

+ 

I 

R,+R,C,+ ... +R _ CT2 
P 1 L 

R,+R,C,+ *a- +R _ v-3 PlL 

R,-1 
0 

is a soZution of (4.15). Here Y := [ y,y, . * . y,_r 
Rj,,-ll (j=O,L...,p-1). 

(4.16) 
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Equation (4.16) shows that Y is the last block row in the solution matrix 
X. Representing the Bezoutian B,,, according to the formula (2.3’), one can 
derive a dual formula for X in terms of its last column Z := [z; zT * . . 
&IT, where Z(X) = Cf:ix’zi comes from the (Y - 1, p- 1)solution 
(Y(X), Z(X)) of (4.15). Additional formulas for X can be obtained by 
exploiting (4.5) and (4.5’). Also, representations of [ Ri j] r,;>i-’ of type (4.10) 
different from (4.12) lead to new formulas for the solutions X of (4.14). 

5. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS 

In this section we shall prove Theorems 4.1-4.3. Our first observation is 
that in these proofs we can assume without loss of generality that the 
polynomials L(X) and M(X) are manic. Indeed, considering the equation 

ii(h)Y(X)-t Z(X)L(X) = R(X) (W 

with i(X) := Z;lL(X) and fi(<x) := M(X)mi’, one readily -sees that 
(Y(X), Z(X)) E Y,,s (E,) if and only if (m,,Y(X), Z(X)&,) E Yy,6 (E,). So, let 
M(X) and L(X) be manic polynomials. Our next observation is that the 
standard pairs (@, V) and (V, \k) in the statements of Theorems 4.1-4.3 can 
be replaced by the companion pairs (X(O), C,) and (C,, Z(O)), respectively. 
Indeed, setting K := col(W’-‘);=,, Ki := row(V’-‘\k)f=‘=,, one has 

(3 = X(O)K, u= K-‘C,K, 

\k = K,Z”‘, V = K/,K;‘. 

Substituting in (Ea), we see that S E S(E,) if and only if K,‘SK-’ is a 
solution of the equation 

c&x - xc, = R(O), (Ed 

where 

R(O):= i Mr(&, z(“))L,(x(o),cL) ( = K;'RK-'). (5.0 
r=3 

Thus, in Lemmas 5.1-5.2, in Proposition 5.3, and in the proofs of 
Theorems 4.1-4.3, we assume that the polynomials L(X) and M(X) are 
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manic and we replace the equation (EJ by the equation (Es). Note that in 
this case the mapping W defined by (4.5) becomes very simple: 

g(Y(X)J(X)) =B,.,. (5.2) 

We need some further preparations. 

LEMMA 5.1. Let the matrix polynomial R(h), deg R d p + v, be repre- 
sented as in (4.1) with 

degM,<a<p, degL,<P<v (r=3,...,s). 

Consider the equation 

M(X)Y(X)+Z(A)L(h) = - k &,(h)L,(X) 0%) 
r=3 

with 

&(A) := M,(X) - M(h)m,, (r=3,...,s). (5.3) 

Then (p(X), z”(X)) is a solution of (E,) if and only if 

Z”(A) = Z(X), P(x)=Y(x)+ i %J&)~ (5.4) 
r=3 

where (Y(X), Z(A)) is a solution of the equation (E,), and in this case the 
Bemutian Bp,g generated by (E4) coincides with the Bezoutian B,,, 
generated by (E,) (for corresponding Y(A), Z(X)). 

Proof. The assertion about the relation between the solutions of equations 
(E,) and (E4) is easily verified. Now assume that the solutions (Y(X), Z(A)) 
and (P(X), Z(h)) of the equations (E,) and (E,), respectively, are related by 
(5.4). Making use of (2.3) with (X, T) = (X(O), C,) and taking into 
consideration the equality L(X(‘), C,) = 0, we have 

BP, i = P$‘,&“~~) ~ol(~(x’“‘,cL)c~-l)~=l+~, (5.5) 
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with 

fj = i Fy$~“) ~~l(L,(X’O’,C,)C~-‘)f=,. (5.6) 
r=3 

In view of (5.3), 

Y#*B) = Lic‘$*p) - 2q$+) diag(m,,,...,m,,) r (r=3,...,s), 

and hence (5.6) becomes 

- i $g&,p) diag(m,,,...,m,,)col(~,(X’“‘,C~)C~-’)f=,. 
r=3 

Substituting this expression for d in (5.5) and using the equality 

col( q x(O), C,)C;-l)yS 1 

= col( Y( x’“, cL)c;-l)y= 1 

- c diag(m,,,..., m,,)col(~,(X~“~,C,)C:_l)~~,, 
r=3 

which follows easily from (5.4), one obtains B 9,~ = B,, z. n 

LEMMA 5.2. Let the matrix polynomial R(X), deg R Q p + v, be repre- 
sented in the form (4.1) with estimations (4.4). Let S = [ sjk];,;l,;-l be a 
solution of the equation (E,), and set 

v-1 

Y(A) := c Aks,_l,k - 
k=O r=3 

(5.7) 

Then there is a matrix polynomiul Z(h), deg Z G p - 1, such that (Y(A), Z(A)) 
is a solution of (E,) and B,,, = S. 
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Similarly, for the matrix polynomial 

CL-1 

Zl(A)‘= - C xksj,v_l- k M,(X)l,, (5.8) 
j=O r=3 

there is a matrix polynomial Y,(h), deg Y, < v - 1, such that BY,,Z, = S. 

Proof. Let us write the solution S and the right hand term R(O) in (E,) 
as block row matrices: 

s= col(si);:,‘, R = col(RJ;r,’ (Si,RiEC”XYn, i=O,l,..., p-1). 

Now, compare, starting with the last, the block rows of the expressions on 
theleftandrightin(E2)andobtainfori=~-2,p-3,...,0 

p-i-l 

Si=Sp_lC~-i-‘+ C (m~_jS~_l+R,_j)C~-i-i-l. (5.9) 
j=l 

Subsequently, the comparison of the first block rows gives 

p-1 

S,_,C~+ C (mjSP_,+Rj)C~=O. (5.10) 
j=o 

Recalling the definition (5.1) of R(O) and observing that A4 (CM, Z(O)) = r 
col(mrj - mjm,,)r:,‘, we have 

Rj= C (m,j-mim,P)Z+(X(o),C~), 
r=3 

(5.11) 

which, being substituted in (5.10), yields 

(5.12) 
j=O r=3j=O 

where Cirj := mrj - mjm,., (0 Q j <CL - 1, 3 < r < s) are the coefficients of 
the polynomials $,(A), defined by (5.3) (with (Y = p), and rn* := 1. 
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Now, decompose the last row in S as fohows: 

S P_l=row(yj)jIi (gjECnxn, j=O,l,...,u-l), 

and observe that for the matrix polynomial Y(X) = Cr:{Ajyj the equation 
y( X(O), C,) = S,_ 1 holds. Denote 

K(A) = M(X)Y(X)-t i a&(A)L,(A), (5.13) 
r=3 

and compute the value of K(X) at the pair (X(O), C,). 
To do this, note the following fact: If N(A), P(h), Q(A) are matrix 

polynomials such that N(h) = P(X)@ A), then for any admissible pair (X, T) 

N(X, T) = P(Q(Xt T), T) = i PiQ(X, T)T’, 
i=O 

where I’( A) = Q=oA’pi. Using this rule and (5.12), we easily see that 
K( X(O), C,) = 0, which implies that K(X) is divisiblf: by L(X) on the right. 
Thus, there exists au n X n matrix polynomial Z(A) such that K(h) = 
- Z( A)L(X). It follows, in view of (5.13), that the equality 

A!f(A)f(A)+ 2(A)L(X) = - i ~,(X)L,(X) (5.14) 
r=3 

holds. 
Note that deg a, < p - 1, and hence deg K(X) d p + Y - 1. Since L(h) is 

manic of degree V, it follows that degZ(h) < /.L - 1. Thus, (f(A), Z”(h)) is a 
(V - 1, p - l>solution of the equation (E,), and, as is proved in Lemma 5.1, 
(Y(X), Z_(x)) is a (V - 1, /.J - l>solution of (E,), where Z(X) = Z(h) and 
Y(h) = Y(X) - &n$JJ,(X). 

Furthermore, (5.9) implies 

wherefor i=O,l,...,p-2 

Ri = R,_lC;-i-s+ R&[-i-3+ *. . + Ri+l, 
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and gi,_, = 0. By (5.11) 

col( wi,rr,’ = i P,s?$‘“) col(L,( x(O), cJc;-‘);_ 1’ 
r=3 

Substituting this expression in (5.15) and observing that S,_ r = 9(X(*), C,) 
we obtain, in view of (5.5), that S = Bf.2, and in view of Lemma 5.1 we have 
S = By,,, which proves the first assertion of the lemma. The proof of the 
second assertion and the construction of the solution (Yr(A), Z,(A)) go along 
the same lines, by comparison of the block columns of the matrices S and 
R’a’ a 

Now we are able to prove Theorem 4.1. 

Proof of Theorem 4.1. The “if” part of the Theorem follows immediately 
from Lemma 5.2. To prove the “only if” part we first observe that if the 
equation (E,) is solvable, then it is (v, p)-solvable. Indeed, let Y(h) = C;,,Xjyj 
(y, # 0), Z(X) = Cj,,X!zj (zg + 0) be a solution of (E,), and assume that at 
least one of the inequalities 

y > y, S’P (5.16) 

holds true. Since deg R(h) < P + p, we conclude that y + p= S + V, and 
hence both inequalities in (5.16) hold true. Furthermore, y, = - zd, and 
hence the polynomials 

Y(X) =Y(h) - ii-'y,L(X), z”(X)=Z(X)+P’M(X)z, 

form a (y - 1,6 - l)-solution of (E,). 
Proceeding in this way we obtain a (v, p)-solution of (E,). Now, the “only 

if” part of the theorem follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 and the 
equalities 

M( &, Z(O)) 3 M,( eM, z”)) = 0, jqx(*), cL) = L,( xc*), cJ = 0. n 

The following proposition is an important ingredient in the proofs of 
Theorems 4.2-4.3. 

PROPOSITION 4.3. Let the matrix polynomial R(A), deg R =G v + p - 1, 
be represented in the fm (4.1) with 

degL,<v-1, degM,dp (r=3,...,s). (5.17) 
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Then the mapping L% defined by (5.2) mups Y,_l,,_l (E,) onto S(E,) in a 
1 +B 1 way. Zf.%7,,:YV_1,,_1 (E,) + S(E,) denotes thecorrespondingrestriction 
of 99, then the inverse mapping .c%?; ’ acts as follows: if S = [s jk] y,; b,“- ’ E 
S(E,), then B;‘(S) =(Y,(X), Z,(h)) with 

v-l 

Y,(A)= 1 Aks,_,,,- 
p-1 

Z,(X)= - c A$,_r. (5.18) 
k=O r=3 j=O 

Proof. In view of Lemma 5.2 we have, in particular, .%(Y,_,,,_, 
(E,)) 1 S(E,). From Theorem 4.1 and its proof we also know that g’cy,_ I+ I 

(E,))c WY,,,, (E,))c S(Es). Hence, g maps Y,-r,,-i (Er) onto S(Es). 
Now we shah prove that g0 is injective. To this end assume that 
ga(Y,(A), Z,(h)) = %‘,(Y,(A), Z,(X)) for some (V - 1, p - l>solutions 
(Yi(X), Z,(X)) and (Ya(A), Z,(h)) of the equation (E,). Making use of (2.3) 
[with (X,T)=(X”‘,C,)] 7 one readily sees that this is equivalent to the 
equality 

which, in view of the invertibihty of Pp9’#*p), yields 

Y,( X(O), CL) = y,( X(O)> CL>. 

A simple calculation gives 

(5.19) 

y,(x’o’,c,) = [ y6” *.. Y!%l (i = 1,2,>, 

where Y,(X) = ~~:~hjy~‘) (i = 1,2). So (5.19) means that Yr(X) = Y,(X). But 
then, 

0 = wwl(V -Y,(A)1 = [z,W - Zl(Ql W)7 

and since L(X) is manic, we conclude that Z,(X) = Z,(X), which proves the 
injectivity of go. 

It remains to compute the inverse mapping .@i ‘. Let S = [ sjk]~,~$’ E 
S(E,). From Lemma 5.2 we know that if Y(X) is defined by (5.7), then there 
is a matrix polynomial Z(X), deg Z 6 p - 1, such that (Y(A), Z(A)) is a 
solution of (E,) and B,, z = S. But deg R < p + u - 1, i.e. ~~=srn,,,Z~,, = 0, and 
consequently the polynomial XS,,,m,,L,(X) has degree <Y - 1. Thus 
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(Y(h), Z(A)) E YV_l,,_l (E,). Using the second assertion of Lemma 5.2, we 
conclude that (Y,(X), Z,(X)) is a solution of (E,) such that .%?y,,z, = S, where 
Z,(X) is given by (5.8) and Y,(A) is some polynomial of degree < v - 1. In 
view of (5.17), Z,, = 0 (r = 3,. . . , s) and hence (5.8) becomes 

Z,(X) = - .c xjsj,,_l. (5.20) 
j=O 

So (Y1(X), Z,(X)) E Yy-l,P-I (E,). We know already that .G$, :YV-l,P-l (E,) 
-+ S(E,) is injective, and hence the solutions (Y(X), Z(A)) and (YJ A), Z,(X)) 
must coincide. Now from (5.7) and (5.20) we obtain the formulas (5.18) for 
the inverse mapping. n 

Proof of Theorem 4.2. If (Y(A), Z(A)) E Yy,P (E,), then it follows from 
Theorem 3.1 that g(Y(A), Z(~))E S(E,) (cf. the proof of Theorem 4.1). 
Furthermore, using Lemma 5.2 one can associate with each S E S(E,) a 
(v, p - l>solution (Y(A), Z(A)) of (E,) such that S = B,,,. It follows, in 
particular, that .?J maps Y,,P (E,) onto S(E,). 

Now we pass to determining the formula for the right inverse &C-1] of 
d:YV,P (E,) -+ S(E,). Introduce the polynomials 

L(V = WV -LOW (r =3,..., 8) (5.21) 

of degree G Y - 1, and consider the equation 

M(X)Y(X)+ Z(A)L(X) = - i M,(A)L,(A). (Es) 
r=3 

Using the suitable analogue of Lemma 5.J one can show that 

(Y(h), Z(A)) E Y,,, (E,) if 
F(A) = Y(A) and 

and only if (y(‘(h),Z(h))~Y,,, (Es), where 

Z(X) = z(X)+ e M,(h)&,, 
*=3 

(5.22) 

and in this case 

B r,z =Bf,i. (5.23) 

The right hand term in the equation (E5) has degree < v + p - I. We 
claim that any (v, p)-solution (f(X), ?!(A)) of such an equation can be written 
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in the form 

f(X)=Y,(X)+GL(X), i(A) = Z,(X) - M(A)G, (5.24) 

where (Y,(A), Z,(A)) is a (V - 1, p- l>solution of (E,) and G is some n x n 
matrix. Indeed, one easily check! that_ (Y(A), Z(X)) given by (5.24) is a 
solution of (E,). Conversely, if (Y(X), Z(h)) E Y,,, (Es), thfn clearly jy = 
- zip, where 3, and z1,, denote the leading coefficients of Y(h) and Z(h), 
respectively. Setting 

we obtain a (V - 1, p - l)-solution of (Es). Observe also that Y(X”), C,) = 
Y,( X(O), CL) and therefore, using formulas of type (5.5) for the Bezoutians, we 
conclude that 

*~,i = BY,,Z,. (5.25) 

Now, all (V - 1, p - l)-solutions of (Es) are described in Proposition 5.3. 
Namely, any S = [ sjk]~,;$ ’ E S(E,) generates the solution 

p-1 

Zl(h) = - C 'jsj,,_l, 

j=O 

v-l 

‘l@) = c xks,-l,k - i m,,L,(x) 
k=O r=3 

v-1 

= c Aks,-l,k- i m&,@)+ i: m&L(X) (5.26) 
k=O r=3 r=3 

such that 

B Y,,Z, = s. (5.27) 

Combining (5.26), (5.24), and (5.22), we see that any (Y, p)solution of (E,) 
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can be written in the form 
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k=O r=3 i r=3 1 

p-1 

Z(X) = - 1 hj+_l- i M,(X)Z,, - M(X)G, 
j=O *=3 

and from (5.27), (5.25), and (5.23) it follows that B,,, = S. This proves the 
assertions of Theorem 4.2 about the generalized inverse and the general form 
of (v, p )-solutions. n 

Proof of Theorem 4.3. We know already from Lemma 5.2 that 99 maps 
Y V,p_l onto S(E,). Similarly, .% maps Y,_l,fi onto S(E,). Using the same 
argument as in the proof of injectivity of L%?~ in Proposition 5.3, one shows 
that the map ~8 : Y,_ 1,p + S(E,) is injective. Similarly, the mapping 

&:Y”,,_, + S(E,) is injective. The formulas for .&’ and .&l are checked 
by inspection of the degrees of Ys( A) and Z,(X) in (4.7). n 

It is our pleasure to thank Professor I. Gohberg for valuable remarks and 
fruitful discussions. We are also grateful to Professors M. A. Kaashoek and P. 
Lancaster for constructive comments. 
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